Gallett
June 27/12

My dear Frank,

Your father's kind letters and note & me are hardly of a character suitable to your biologically ascendancy, & in too favorable estimate of my scientific work on the one hand, & of the value of any little matter I might have done to him at his suggestion, on the other. I had rather not send them, but I need...
will say how much I valued first of all the "Antecedent recebering" and a sense of his of reverence for men" is particularly
deeply sympathized and acknowledged interest in especially in regard
towards me of my logits thoughts in influence of school on him. In fact, I never
was in his company without feeling as in the presence
charms of a sovereign.

There are however two
factors in this accompanying
letters which I enclosed which I think you will
value. They are the replies,
the question raised by I concluded, an
useful intellectual influence
received there in condemning
"education strongly by
[draw line] & certain verses in
Cambridge, but he has often
in 1873 & 1875. He
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told me that the influence they received from Havelow were secondary so that his formal dreams were in board.

At Beagle when feeling the atmosphere, a mixture of the rotation.

The "Uromlign" returns are of USE value but may be acceptable.

I may say in respect to a suggestion in the covering letter that are may plan much to do with the fad in the faculty that I have from the fact
In the case in any marked degree. Often in advanced years, the power is said to be stronger than it was in youth. But it is most certain that the tendency to think hard and abstractedly destroys the power of concrete imagery so that a few scientific men have shown no considerable talent. Whatever it may have been in youth, it has become belated by disease in later life.
whispers and has largely
disappeared by the time
of midday. 

Yours sincerely

Fanny Galton

P.S. Kindly return the papers when you have done with them.

Her so abroad in 10 days.

Pray remember us very kindly to your mother.
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